Adaptive Sorting
• Adaptive sorting -the running time depends both on the input size and the presortedness in the input input sorted 3 13 4 6 7 8 5 9 11 10 14 12 16 15 18 17 20 1 19 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
• A common measure of presortedness:
Inv (x 1 . . . x n ) = |{(i, j) | i < j ∧ x i > x j }| Inv (1, 2, 3, 4) = 0, Inv (4, 3, 2, 1) = 6, Inv (2, 1, 4, 3) = 2
• An optimal sorting algorithm with respect to Inv performs Θ(N (1 + log(1 + 
• Maintain invariant β j /2 ≤ |S k | by repeteadly concatenating the last buckets 
• Maintain invariant β j /2 ≤ |S k | by repeteadly concatenating the last buckets
• Starting values: α 1 = N/4, β 1 = 8
Gabriel Moruz: Cache-Aware and Cache-Oblivious Adaptive Sorting
GroupSort
• Distribute into buckets (S 1 , . . . , S k ) and fail sets (F 1 , . . . , F j )
• S = concat(sort(S 1 ), sort(S 2 ), . . . , sort(S k ));
• merge(S, F ); 
• There are at most Inv inversions in the fail set:
Inv N
GroupSort -Analysis (III)
• The size of the concatenation of fail sets:
• We obtain T (N, Inv ) = O(N (1 + log(1 + ) I/Os • ∀X, ∃Y ∈ below(X, Inv ), s.t. log |below (X, Inv ))| ≤ T A (Y ).
• log(|below (X, Inv )|) = Ω(N (1 + log(1 + Inv /N )).
• 
